Plantronics Controller and Dispatch (CD) Headsets

These lightweight headsets feature narrow-band receiver audio and are optimized for use in mission-critical applications such as Air Traffic Control and Emergency Dispatch. They are terminated with Plantronics H-Type 4-Pin QD (Quick Disconnect) and are compatible with our Audio Processors such as the SHS 1890, SHS 2355, CA12CD, and M22. All models are CE approved.

**H31CD**
- Over-the-ear
- Ear tip receiver
- Voice tube microphone, monaural
PN: 43674-01

**H81N-CD**
- Over-the-ear
- Ear bud receiver
- Noise-canceling microphone, monaural
PN: 40203-14

**H251N-CD**
- Over-the-head
- Ear muff receiver
- Noise-canceling microphone, monaural
PN: 207063-01

**H261N-CD**
- Over-the-head
- Ear muff receiver
- Noise-canceling microphone, binaural
PN: 207064-01

**H251-CD**
- Over-the-head
- Ear muff receiver
- Voice tube microphone, monaural
PN: 206966-01
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